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AGENDA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board performance
Capable board members
Board member motivations
Recruitment & Selection
Training
Evaluation

Drivers of Board Performance
Executive

Board
Members

Meeting
Practices

Org
Perform

Group
Dynamic

Board
Culture

Board
Performance

Industry
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Roles of Effective Boards
Control Roles
• Financial Monitoring
• Strategic Guidelines
– Set mission & purpose

• Monitor Performance &
Direction
• Executive Evaluation &
Partnership
• Board Member Independence

Service Roles
• Envision & Shape Direction
– Advise and council executive

• Fundraising
• Networking: Establish
Relationships & Promote
Organization
• Support Legitimacy

Group Process Roles
• Attending to Board Capital

• Decision-Making Methods

• Board Development Practices

• Ensuring Accurate Information

• Group Interactions

• Structures & Meeting Practices

Capable board members as a driver of
board performance

Capable
Board
Members

Exceptional
Board
Performance

OVERVIEW OF BOARD
DEVELOPMENT
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BOARD DEVELOPMENT & PERFORMANCE

Recruitment
& Selection

Training

Exceptional
Board
Performance

Capable
Board
Members

Evaluation

CAPABLE BOARD MEMBERS

DEFINING “CAPABLE”
• What attributes constitute a capable
member?
– Knowledge
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Skills
Attitudes
Commitment
Relationships
Talents
Personalities
Wealth
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Some Examples
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand work of the organization
Contribute to issues being discussed
Work well with others
Provides sufficient time to tasks
Comes to meetings well prepared
Experience and background that helps
performance

HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE THE
ATTRIBUTES OF CAPABLE
BOARD MEMBERS?
DO YOU HAVE THESE
CLEARLY DEFINED OR
OUTLINED?

Board Member Competencies

Group Skills
• Team
Orientation

Interpersonal
Skills
• Communication
• Relational
• Influence
• Reputation

Personal Skills
• Strategic
• Innovative

Technical Skills
• Knowledge of
the field & org
• Expertise &
Experience

Personal
Attributes
• Integrity
• Commitment
• Capacity

Example: Board Member Job Description
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Did you know…
• Just over 40% of
association executives
report that board
members have the
needed experience and
background to be
effective.
• How about you?
Source:
ASAE board recruitment survey 2018

BOARD MEMBER
MOTIVATIONS

What Attracts People to Your Board?

•
•
•
•

What opportunities are gained?
What is learned?
What is grained?
What is discussed?
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Motivations to Serve
•
•
•
•

Helping the community (give back)
Developing relationships
Affinity to mission
Enhancement of self
– Personal development
– Career

• Learning through community
• Unique contributions to the board

Constraints of potential board members
•
•
•
•
•

Barriers
Time
Money
Competing commitments
Competition within the groups

MAKE IT VALUABLE
• Make a good use of boards time
• What is the culture of the board?
– What structures could you institute that would
improve the culture?

• What are the values of your institution?
– How are those revealed?

• Attachment to mission is related to
performance
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INCREASE DESIRABILITY OF SERVICE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work to promote the board
Elevate the status and function
Make it more attractive and known
Have substantive conversations
Build community
Adjust meeting frequency

HOW DOES SERVICE ON
YOUR BOARD FULFILL
INDIVIDUAL MOTIVATIONS?

IDENTIFYING THE RIGHT
BOARD CANDIDATES

7
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ENGAGE THE BOARD IN THE
RECRUITMENT PROCESS
• Create a sub-committee
– Nominations & development

• Reflect on the full process
–
–
–
–

Attributes
Attractiveness
Potential candidates
Cultivation

• They create development opportunities
– Training
– Evaluation

METHODS TO IDENTIFY CANDIDATES
• Review existing relationships
• Web of relationships
– Who knows who?

• Personal referrals
• Profiling and segmentation network
• Build pipelines – pathways

WHAT STRATEGIES HAVE
WORKED AT YOUR
ORGANIZATION TO IDENTIFY
POTENTIAL BOARD
MEMBERS?
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PIPELINES AS INSTRUMENTAL
• Committee structures that facilitate increased
engagement
– Standing & ad-hoc

• Group norms that support participation
• Institutional relationships
– What other contacts?

• What other points of contact?

RECRUITING BOARD
MEMBERS

REFLECT ON CURRENT COMPOSITION
•
•
•
•
•

Who currently serves on the board?
What are the strengths of the current group?
What makes them effective?
Where do they add value?
What are the gaps considering the attributes
previously discussed?
• Now align prospects with desired features
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DEVELOPING A RECRUITMENT
“PACKAGE”
• Have packet that profiles the board’s:
– Accomplishments
– Priorities
– Members

• Institutional and group objectives and goals
– Fact sheet
– Educational goals

• Clearly articulate expectations

MAKE EXPECTATIONS CLEAR
• Level of commitment
– Time
– Money
– Activities

• Current structures
• Board roles
• Member roles

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS
• Customize your approach to the individual
• Engage peers in the process
• Have options for a “No”
– What else could they do?

• Personal invitations
• Avoid puffery
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TRAINING

Training
• Individual
– Provide orientation
– Have a process to prepare board members
– Consider leadership development objectives

• Board as a group
– Plan to strengthen the board overall
– Group-level sessions that address patterns of
working together and working with CEO

EVALUATION
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Evaluation
• As a group
– Self Assessment
• BoardSource

– Debrief and workshop

• Individual Level
– Performance metrics
– Peer-based
– development

Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider desired attributes
Evaluate prospects
Make service attractive
Clarify expectations
Recognize institutional constraints
Establish personal connection with all recruits
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Board Member Job Description
Position Summary
Board members are elected to serve the Association and its members by investing their time, expertise and efforts
to assist in the effective stewardship of the Association. Through active engagement and participation at Board and
Association events, Board members work collaboratively with the Board of Directors, Executive Committee,
Association staff, operating committees, volunteers and members to address industry issues and develop goals,
strategies, policies, plans and budgets that ensure the Association is successful, growing and serving its mission.
Board members are the Association’s fiduciaries who also assist in the development of sound, ethical and legal
governance and financial management policies.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities
As an individual board member:
 Prepare for, attend and actively participate in all Board of Directors meetings and conference calls.
 Attend and actively participate in the Association’s Annual Leadership Summit and Annual Convention.
 Accept, fulfill and actively participate on board subcommittees and Association operating committees
(as elected or appointed).
 Handle all assigned responsibilities professionally and dutifully.
 Abide by the Board Code of Ethics as outlined in the Board Policy Manual and to the Association’s
bylaws.
 Maintain a working knowledge of the affairs, policies and activities of the Association.
 Actively, professionally and enthusiastically advocate, support and enhance the Association’s and
industry’s mission and public image.
 Serve as a role model for Association volunteers and staff.
 Professionally express one’s opinion during board discussions and debates, and speak with one voice
regarding final decisions by the Board of Directors.
 Ensure that information that is confidential is treated responsibly and is not disclosed.
 Actively support the Association’s Political Action Committee (PAC) and the Charitable Foundation.
In collaboration with the entire Board of Directors:
 Decide matters of Association policy, direction and strategy.
 Determine the association’s public policy and government relations positions.
 Identify and address short‐ and long‐term Association opportunities, threats and issues.
 Establish committees, task forces and working groups.
 Ensure adequate financial resources are available and allocated. Manage those resources by providing
effective financial governance and oversight.
 Review and approve the annual budget, review investment information quarterly and elect the Audit
and Investment Committees.
 Oversee the Association’s organizational governance structure.
 Guide membership policies, including approving member applications that meet the Association’s
membership requirements.
 Appoint the CEO.
 Elect the Association’s Executive Committee.
 Appoint the PAC Board of Directors.
 Recruit, elect and onboard new board members and plan for its board member succession.
 Conduct an annual assessment of Association volunteer resource talent, skills, expertise and experience.
 Perform the requirements as established within the IAPD Bylaws, State of Kansas laws and regulations
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Board Member Job Description
Qualifications/Experience:
















Is employed by and currently serves in a position that can influence others with a member organization
in good standing.
Has a future stake in and commitment to the industry and the Association.
Has a broad industry view and perspective.
Has the full commitment from their employer which may include, but is not limited to, support for all
time requirements and compensation for travel and expenses.
Is willing and able to fulfill all of the position’s Essential Duties and Responsibilities.
Has a professional and collaborative working style that garners respect.
Is able to work professionally and collaboratively with all levels of individuals across the Association.
Is an effective communicator, written and verbal; comfortable participating in complex discussions with
executive level colleagues.
Has demonstrated experience in business management and/or executive leadership that provides the
breadth and depth of knowledge to fulfill the responsibilities of the position.
Has demonstrated experience that includes playing a leadership role in the development and execution
of vision, strategy and operating plans that address short and long‐term complex business problems.
Is a holistic, strategic thinker and problem solver with the ability to add value to the creation of the
Association’s mission, vision and the strategic direction of the Association.
Has strong business acumen and executive‐level skillsets, including: leadership, strategic thinking and
execution, team‐ and relationship‐building, communication and presentation, change management and
integrity.
Has demonstrated financial acumen.
Has demonstrated experience with leading and influencing change.

Bonus Qualifications/Experience:




Industry experience.
Previous nonprofit or association board experience.
Experience participating on and/or leading an Association committee.

Confidential and Proprietary Information

Page 2 of 2
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
WHY?

1) What practices are utilized to select board members?
2) How prevalent are the practices?
3) What practices account for better performing boards?

Aims of the Research

To help association executives and leaders refine or modify recruitment and selection practices that
support optimal board performance.

Methodology

1

9/6/2018
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METHODOLOGY
QUALITATIVE APPROACH

QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

Case Studies
Survey
Steps in the
Nomination Process
Association
CEO
Substantive
Cross-Cutting Themes

Qualitative Results

METHODOLOGY
QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
What are the practices utilized to select board members?

Recruitment and selection
practices of exemplar
associations

5

Total 16 cases
identified through industry
contacts and selected outreach
to professionals

18 Nomination Process Steps

11
Associations that reflected unique
features in the recruitment and
selection process (anomalies)

2
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STEP MODEL & PROCESS
1. Specification of board composition needs
Appoint nomination committee
Discuss board's needs‐competencies and representation
Establish candidate interest form
Confirm available seats and if potential appointment of current
member

2. Recruitment of prospective board members

Communicate targeted needs to Board, membership, and press
Collect nominations and candidate statements (applications)
Administrative compiling/screening applications against criteria

3. Selection of board members
Obtain leadership input
Prepare matrix for scoring system
Determine gaps between culled list and board needs
Score and rank candidates
Conduct interviews of culled lists
Prioritize candidate list
Candidates presented
Accepted/Contested/Uncontested/Hybrid
Petition
Ballot
Confirm and install officers and directors/communicate results

NOMINATION PROCESS (1/3)

NOMINATION PROCESS (2/3)

3
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NOMINATION PROCESS (3/3)
Election

Survey Results
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respondents
Comparing Trade and Professional Associations
Perceptions of recruitment and selection activities
Steps in the nomination process
Performance Measures
Relationship between practices and performance

9/6/2018
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METHODOLOGY
QUANTITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
How prevalent are the practices?



A survey of association executives

 Describes current nomination practices in their association
 Provides information on respondent background, nominating committee composition, nomination
practices and procedures utilized, and performance measures for the board and association

4
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RESPONSE / SAMPLE (1/3)
RESPONDANT

Geographical Focus (Select All)

 Observations: 342

 National – International – State – Local ‐ Other
117
(34.21
%)

 Response Rate: 11.5% (342/2,964)

Position

101
(29.53
%)

93
(27.19
%)

48
(14.04
%)

12
(3.51
%)

Current Position at the Organization (Years)
 Mean: 10.3

 Chief Staff Executive (CEO)/ Executive Director
(92.33%)

 Median: 8

 Other (7.67%)

 Min: 0.08 ~ Max: 43

RESPONSE / SAMPLE (2/3)
ORGANIZATION

Operation Years





PROFESSIONAL VS. TRADE
 Professional: 52.52%

0‐5 years (0.88%)
6‐10 years (0.58%)
Over 25 years (86.26%)
10‐25 years (8.77%)

 Trade: 33.53%
 Mix: 8.31%

Gross Revenue







Less than $100,000 (3.22%)
$100,000‐$499,999 (15.5%)
$500,000‐$999,999 (15.2%)
$1,000,000‐$4,999,999 (39.18%)
$5,000,000‐$14,999,999 (15.79%)
$15,000,000 or more (6.73%)

RESPONSE / SAMPLE (3/3)
BOARD

FEMALE BOARD MEMBER (%)
 Mean: 37.94
 Median: 35.71

DUES‐PAYING MEMBERS





Less than 100: 8.19%
101‐500: 21.93%
501‐1,000: 12.57%
1,001‐5,000: 28.07%






5,001‐25,000: 16.37%
25,001‐50,000: 3.51%
50,001‐75,000: 1.46%
75,001 or more:
2.92%

BOARD MEMBER ETHNICITY
 African‐American/Black
‐ Mean: 1.53 (7.55%)
‐ Median: 1

 Hispanic/Latino
‐ Mean: 1.19 (5.15%)
‐ Median: 1

 Asian/Pacific Islander
‐ Mean: 0.80 (4.23%)
‐ Median: 0

 White (Non‐Hispanic)
‐ Mean: 15.41 (84.3%)
‐ Median: 13

 American Indian or Alaska Native
‐ Mean: 0.27 (1.51%)
‐ Median: 0

 Min: 0 ~ Max:
100
7.5

4.2 1.5
5.1

AfricanAmerican/Black
Asian/Pacific
Islander
American Indian
or Alaska Native
Hispanic/Latino

84.3
White (NonHispanic)

5
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GENERAL PROCEDURES (1/2)

How are candidates nominated for election
to the board of directors? (Select all that apply)

The Nominating…

Do you have a committee that functions as
a Nominating Committee?

63.16

Open call to membership

53.51

The board as a whole

15.79

The staff

Yes

76.61

15.5

The Executive…

13.16

Chapters or regions

9.65

Other (please specify)

7.02

By a petition from the…

5.56

A committee other…

No

16.96

0

20

40

60

80

100

%

3.51
0

50

100

%

GENERAL PROCEDURES (2/2)
How are the board elections conducted?
(Select all that apply)

Which of the following describes board
member elections:

Members vote electronically

43.86

Members vote during a face-…

14.04

Members vote via a mailed…
Other

%
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

28.07

The board elects board…

12.28
8.19

A House of…

6.73

0

50

100

49.42

39.77

6.43
Competitive (i.e. Non-competitive
there are more (i.e. there are the
candidates than same number of
open seats)
candidates as
open seats)

%

Other

PERCEPTION OF THE PROCESS (1/2)
Q. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your nominating process
Percentage (%)

1–
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

5–
Strongly
Agree

4+5

1. The nomination process is very
thorough and effective at identifying
prospective candidates for the board

8.48

16.37

31.29

22.22

14.33

36.55

2. The nomination process is very
thorough and effective at vetting
prospective candidates for the board

9.65

18.42

28.07

21.93

14.04

35.97

3. The nomination process is very
thorough and effective at selecting
candidates for the board

9.06

13.45

29.24

24.56

15.50

40.06

Response
Item

6
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PERCEPTION OF THE PROCESS (2/2)
Q. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your nominating process
Percentage (%)

1–
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

5–
Strongly
Agree

4+5

The process for selecting board
members is clear and transparent to
most members of the organization

2.34

12.87

26.61

25.44

25.73

51.17

Number of applicants typically
exceeds the numbers of seats to be
filled

23.10

16.08

16.08

16.67

20.76

37.43

66.96

Response
Item

Improvement can be made to the
thoroughness of the process

What is the level of difficulty in
finding qualified candidates for the
Board of Directors?

4.68

6.43

14.04

26.90

40.06

Very easy

Easy

Neutral

Difficult

Very Difficult

5.56

18.13

26.32

38.01

6.14

44.15

Steps in the Nomination Process

SURVEY – PREVALENCE (1/3)
How prevalent?

1. Specification of board composition needs

Percentage (%)

1 – Not at All

2

3

4

5 – A Great
Deal

4+5

Ascertain
competency/skills
for board members

10.82

6.43

19.3

30.12

26.32

56.44

Job descriptions
for board member
positions

11.99

11.11

17.54

24.56

28.36

52.92

Assess the needs
of the board
during the process

14.33

9.65

19.88

23.98

25.73

49.71

Response
Step

7
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SURVEY – PREVALENCE (2/3)
2. Recruitment of prospective board members
Percentage (%)

Response

1 – Not at All

2

3

4

5 – A Great
Deal

4+5

Have prospective
candidates submit
applications for
board positions

33.04

6.14

7.6

15.79

30.41

46.20

Staff screens
applicants against
criteria

44.74

10.82

12.87

11.40

12.57

23.97

Step

SURVEY – PREVALENCE (3/3)
3. Selection of board members
Response

Percentage (%)

1 – Not at
All

2

3

4

5 – A Great
Deal

4+5

Executive staff provides input
on the candidates

17.54

11.40

15.79

24.27

24.56

48.83

Conducting interviews of
prospective candidates

37.13

11.99

10.53

12.87

20.76

33.63

50

11.11

13.16

10.82

7.6

18.42

Step

Allowing the board to adjust
the slate of candidates

Performance Measures

8
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BOARD MEMBER PERFORMANCE
Q. Please indicate your level of agreement to the following statements regarding board
member performance: In general,
Percentage (%)

1–
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

5–
Strongly
Agree

4+5

Board members have the
needed experience and
background to be effective

2.92

12.28

25.73

25.28

15.79

41.17

Board members come to
meetings well prepared

4.68

15.20

31.29

31.58

9.36

40.94

Response
Item

BOARD PERFORMANCE (1/2)
Q. Please rate the effectiveness of your board of directors in each of the following areas.
Percentage (%)

1 – Not
Effective

2

3

4

5 – Very
Effective

4+5

Monitoring organizational
performance

2.92

8.19

26.61

38.60

16.08

54.68

Providing financial oversight

1.46

8.77

21.05

35.67

25.44

61.11

Spending time on strategic issues

4.39

15.20

26.32

31.29

15.20

46.49

Providing guidance and support to the
chief executive

3.22

13.74

23.98

32.46

18.71

51.17

Response
Item

BOARD PERFORMANCE (2/2)
Q. Please rate the effectiveness of your board of directors in each of the following areas.

Percentage (%)

1 – Not
Effective

2

3

4

5 – Very
Effective

4+5

Understanding the board's roles and
responsibilities

2.92

15.20

26.61

34.50

13.16

47.66

Recruiting new board members

12.87

29.24

28.65

16.96

4.68

21.64

Increasing the diversity of the board

20.76

25.44

27.49

13.16

5.26

18.42

Working together well

0.88

4.97

12.57

37.73

36.26

73.99

Response
Item

9
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SATISFACTION
Q. Overall, how satisfied are you with the performance of your board?

Extremely satisfied

44.74

Somewhat satisfied

7.31

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

11.4

Somewhat dissatisfied

6.14

Extremely dissatisfied

7.6

. Missing

22.81
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

%

Cross-Cutting Themes
Structure
of
NomCom
Elections

Competency

Themes
Role of
CEO/Staff

Diversity

Evaluation &
Selection

Composition

Structure of Nominating Committee
•
•
•
•

Nomination Committee
Leadership Development
Decision Authority
Transparency

9/6/2018
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Competencies
• Lack of unified terms
– Make the words your own

• How competencies/skills are reviewed
updates
• Methods and tools to track and assess
competencies/skills

9/6/2018
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Competencies
Group Skills
•Team
Orientation

Interpersonal
Skills
•Communication
•Relational
•Influence
•Reputation

Personal Skills
•Strategic
•Innovative

Personal
Attributes

Technical Skills
•Knowledge of
the field & org
•Expertise &
Experience

•Integrity
•Commitment
•Capacity

What composition mix does your board need?

Board Diversity
• Diversity characterized differently based on the
qualities they believed were necessary for their
board.
– demographic characteristics (e.g., race, ethnicity, gender)
– representation of key member or industry demographics (e.g.,
organizational size, international representation, professional
affiliation).

• Associations sought to reflect three different
populations:
– the membership,
– the populations they do or want to serve, or
– the general public.

• Nominating committees sought to create a diverse
slate of candidates, but this was difficult to achieve.

11
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Board Composition
• Overall makeup of the board that considers
the various competencies and characteristics
of board members
• Current needs for recruitment
• Consideration of new members in relation to
the overall

Candidate Evaluation and Selection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some use systematic evaluation tools
Soft and hard technical skills
Applications
Interviews
Recruitment firms
Matrix and quantitative tools
Nominations committee maintains authority to
select

12
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Role of the CEO/Staff
• Support the process
– compliance with bylaws and procedures
– managing applications and committee materials

• Facilitator of the process
– queries from prospective candidates
– ensuring consistency in messaging regarding expectations
and procedures
– identifying and encouraging prospective candidates

• Provide insight into candidate
– providing background information on candidate files
– offering guidance regarding officers
– attending meetings and participating in discussions

Board Elections
• Final authority to appoint
– Board
– Membership
– Committee

• How presented
– Slate
– Individually

• Competitive vs. Non-competitive

Practices that account for better
performing boards

13
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STEP MODEL & PROCESS
1. Specification of board composition needs
Appoint nomination committee
Discuss board's needs‐competencies and representation
Establish candidate interest form
Confirm available seats and if potential appointment of current
member

2. Recruitment of prospective board members

Communicate targeted needs to Board, membership, and press
Collect nominations and candidate statements (applications)
Administrative compiling/screening applications against criteria

3. Selection of board members
Obtain leadership input
Prepare matrix for scoring system
Determine gaps between culled list and board needs
Score and rank candidates
Conduct interviews of culled lists
Prioritize candidate list
Candidates presented
Accepted/Contested/Uncontested/Hybrid
Petition
Ballot
Confirm and install officers and directors/communicate results

NOMINATION PROCESS (1/3)

NOMINATION PROCESS (2/3)

14
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NOMINATION PROCESS (3/3)
Election

Statistical Test
• Performance Measures
– Board member performance
– Board Performance

• Predictors
– Steps in the process (8)

• Controlled
– Budget size
– Board Size
– Type (Trade vs. Professional)

Results
• Ascertain competencies/ skills for board
members
• Assess the needs of the board during the
nomination process
• Have prospective candidates submit
applications for board positions
• Executive staff provides input on the
candidates

15
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Relationship between Ascertaining
Competencies/skills and Board Member
Performance

CONCLUSION
REGRESSION RESULTS

 One step related to both board member performance & board performance
Ascertain competencies/skills for board members
Two others are related to board performance
Executive staff provides input on the candidates
Have prospective candidates submit applications for board positions (negative)

Samples

48

16

34
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Guidelines for Assistance in Developing the Slate of
Director and Officer Nominees
1. Has the candidate demonstrated ability, commitment, and interest in the association, e.g. by
regular attendance at conferences, working on committees, or volunteering as meeting chair or
speaker, recruiting members, sponsorship, attending a Board meeting, Advisory Forums?
What's the "track record” with regard to those tasks, e.g. reliability, team‐player, follow‐through,
etc.?
2. Has the Nominating Committee considered the importance of reflecting the diversity1 of the
membership and gaps in representation? In future board years (after the retiring class
members' terms expire)?
3. Is the candidate a leader? Will his/her professional reputation, stature, judgment and
leadership skills command the respect of board colleagues, external audiences, as well as
members? Will their background and skills assist the organization in crafting its future and
addressing current challenges? Can the individual accept the limelight graciously and tolerate
the inevitable criticism when organizations change or are considering new courses of action?
Are leadership skills evidenced outside of association?
4. Does the candidate have the time to devote to leading and directing the affairs of the
organization? (The Nominating committee should ensure that the candidate has reviewed &
understands the Board job description and will give the necessary time.) The Board members on
the committee shall consider recent performance when assessing officer candidates.
5. Will the candidate work effectively with the rest of the board? Board members must be candid,
agree to disagree, communicate effectively, be team players and respectful of others’ opinions,
e.g. must support a Board decision once made, even if a dissenting voter. A deep thinker or
negative‐type person who cannot communicate or listen well, is not likely to contribute
positively or build consensus.
6. Will the candidate work effectively with the organization's professional executive? The two
must be able to effectively communicate and work together.
7. Is the candidate interested in more than the honor of serving? Board nomination is more than
a reward for past service, but represents a serious, and legal, responsibility & commitment to
serve the organization.
8. Does the candidate's personal conduct & reputation reflect favorably on the group? Will the
candidate demonstrate ethical behavior and professionalism, including subordinating personal
or professional biases for the good of the entire organization? The interests of the organization
must be placed first.

Diversity by member entity type (A, C or BP as well as type of business line and/or channel,
professional role, gender and/or ethnicity.)

1
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Executive Committee Member
Job Description
Position Summary
The Executive Committee (EC) members are elected by the Board of Directors to serve as the officers
and leadership team of the board. EC members are board members with additional duties. As such,
the responsibilities outlined here are in addition to all the duties, responsibilities and required
qualifications/experience documented in the Board Member Job Description.
As outlined in the Association Governance Policies, the EC serves as a subcommittee of the board. The
EC identifies and effectively addresses association matters brought before it by members, board
members, officers, the CEO and others. Through active engagement and participation at EC, board and
Association events, EC members work collaboratively with the EC, Board of Directors, Association
staff, operating committees, volunteers and member companies to provide executive leadership to
the board and the Association.
The EC also provides recommendations to the Board of Directors on Association policy, strategy and
direction and, once approved, works within the parameters set by the board to assist with
implementation and make timely decisions to ensure a nimble decision‐making governance structure.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
As an individual EC member/officer:
 Prepare for, attend and actively participate in all EC meetings and conference calls.
 Accept and dutifully fulfill the EC officer positions of or cover the responsibilities for
President, Vice President, Treasurer and Secretary.
 Chair or participate on ad hoc task forces and Association operating committees (as
elected or appointed).
 Accept and dutifully chair the board subcommittees: Investment Committee, Audit
Committee and/or Nominating Committee (as elected or appointed).
 Serve as a member of the CEO Compensation Committee.
 Serve as a member of the Board of Directors for the Association’s for‐profit subsidiary.
In collaboration with the entire EC:
 Work with the CEO to establish and execute the Association’s annual plan, including major
events.
 Guide information flow to the Board of Directors, determine board agenda items, identify
choices for the board to consider on strategic agenda items and ensure proper data,
research and context is provided to the board to support its decision‐making processes.
 Prepare a slate of EC candidates for consideration and election by the board.
 Oversee the directives and outcomes of and provide guidance and feedback to the
Association committees, councils and task forces to ensure alignment with the strategic
priorities.
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Executive Committee Member
Job Description









Conduct internal and external environmental scanning to assess strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats to the industry and Association, and ensure that a strategy is in
place to ensure the long‐term vitality of the Association.
Develop the Association strategic priorities, build member value and ensure programs are
in place to meet the strategic outcomes.
Provide timely solutions to address member concerns or matters of Association policy.
Select and/or approve chairs and vice chairs of the Association’s standing committees,
councils and common interest groups (CIGs).
Provide guidance to the Chief Executive Officer, including:
• Designing and conducting an annual performance appraisal process.
• Establishing annual goals and objectives for the CEO.
• Provide ongoing advice, counsel and direction to assist the CEO in the execution of the
CEO’s duties.
Recruit, orient and mentor new board members.
Conduct an annual assessment of existing volunteer talent, skills, expertise and experience
and developing an EC succession plan.

Required Qualifications/Experience:




Has served on the Board of Directors for a minimum of 1 year (or equivalent experience).
Had demonstrated executive leadership experience.
Is respected by industry colleagues and Association Board Members.

Confidential and Proprietary Information.

Page 2 of 2
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Board Member Engagement
Will Brown
Professor & Director
Center for Nonprofits & Philanthropy
Bush School of Government & Public Service
Texas A&M University

Based on “Antecedents to board member engagement and participation in
deliberation and decision‐making” in New Perspectives on Nonprofit Governance
July 2013, Chris Cornforth and William A Brown (eds.) Routledge.

Outline
• Engagement – what is it?
• To achieve what? –
• Dimensions of performance

• Model of Engagement
• Antecedents
• Mediators

Member Engagement:
A Potent Predictor of
Board Performance
• Cognitive
• Affective &
• Psychological Energy
• This reveals itself when individuals are
•
•
•
•

Prepared for meetings
Actively engaged
Demonstrated commitment & involvement
Provide strategic contributions

1
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Engagement is a psychological
antecedent to performance,
which signifies a board
member’s readiness to
participate.
Engagement

Participate in what?

Discussion & Decision‐Making
1. Managing and processing information to gain
sufficient understanding
• Framing the discussion

2. Dynamics of conversation and discussion to provide
meaning to the information
• New ideas
• Cautions & concerns

3. Judgment and commitment to decisions
• Minimize bias

2
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Model to identify
* antecedents,
* consequences and
* mediating factors
to explain relationship between
Engagement & Performance

Task
Ownership

Situational
Constraints

Perceived
Ability
Engagement
Values
Congruence
Trust &
Safety

Discussion
& Decision‐
Making

Group
Dynamics

Task
Ownership
Perceived
Ability
Values
Congruence
Trust &
Safety

What contributes to personal
engagement?

Antecedents

3
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Task Ownership
• Know what to do
• Personal responsibility for the activity
• According to a recent BoardSource survey

Just over half of the respondents
felt board members were
well informed of governance responsibilities

At least 40% of board
members don’t
understand what they
are supposed to do

Know what to do
• Functions of the board
• Role clarity
• Defining the task
• Explaining steps in the process
• Is it clear?

4
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Personal Responsibility
• I see what needs to be done…
• I appreciate why that is my responsibility
• Tactical translation of board roles (as a group)
to individual behaviors.
• The way board members perceive themselves
influences their propensity to participate and
engage

That’s not my job…
• This has to with

• Motivations
• What do board members really
want?
• Do they want what you want?

• Identity
• How do board members think about themselves?

Individuals that understand
their role as a board member
are more likely to engage.

5
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Perceived Ability
• Confidence of likely success
• Who wants to start a task when success seems
unattainable?
• HOW TO HELP
• Too big – break into manageable parts
• Share it!
• Need to know others working on this –
shared leadership
• Board members need right skills and tools

Increase likelihood of success

Positive perceptions of one’s
abilities are likely to predict
engagement.

6
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Values Congruence
• Alignment of personal priorities and organizational
objectives
• Mission attachment
• Commitment to values of the organization

Board members that express
congruence with the values
of the organization are more
likely to engage.

Trust & Safety
• Sense of being able to show and employ self without fear of negative
consequences
• Interpersonal trust among board members
• Trust refers to positive expectations and reduction of uncertainty of
others’ actions
• Trust is based on shared experiences and positive interpersonal
interactions.

7
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Individuals that report
trusting interpersonal
relationships with fellow
board members are more
likely to engage.

Situational Constraints
• Group size
• Meeting management
• Time for discussion
• Facilitation

• Information flow (Peters and O'Connor 1980)
• Framing the conversation (Useem, 2006)
• Agenda setting

• Conflict management (Amason, 1996)

Situational factors are likely to
influence participation from
engaged board members.

8
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Group Dynamics
• Dominate norms
• Patterns of behavior (He and Huang
2012)

• Social & emotional context
• Group Cohesion (Forbes & Milliken, 1999)
• Fault lines & sub‐groups (Lau and
Murnighan 1998, Lau 2005)

Group norms that support
critical decision‐making are
likely to encourage engagement
and participation.

Factors

Key Features

Values Congruence
Task Ownership
Perceived Ability

Priorities of the individual align with purposes of the organization
Perceive link between role responsibilities, priorities, and identity.
Task clarity
Skills and experience
Interpersonal trust of other members creates a safe place to
contribute.
Cognitive, affective and physical readiness to participate
Norms of discussion & decision‐making
Appropriate cohesion
Minimize sub‐group effects
Information availability
Meeting practices to allow for discussion
Effective facilitation to manage the conversation

Trust and Safety
Engagement
Group Dynamics

Situational
Constraints

9
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Summary
• Engaged board members make a difference
• They have the skills & tools necessary
• They understand what needs to get done
• They are motivated to help the organization
• They feel personally responsible
• They trust the group
• They are supported and encouraged by peers

10
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Case Analysis and Instructions
Welcome to the Board of Directors

1. Review the case and briefly state issues and concerns presented.

2. It appears the executive is not inclined to support an active board, why do think that might be
the case?

3. What is the appropriate role for the board in the case and how much responsibility does the
executive vs. the board have to ensure that the board fulfills that role?

4. How could you as a board member do to shift the current situation?

5. Does the board engagement model provide perspective relevant to the case? If so what aspects
of the model might you consider to provide perspective and direction on a potential solution?

6. What do you seek from boards that you are associated with?
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Programs of the
Center for Nonprofits & Philanthropy
Educational Programs
 Graduate Degree in Public Service & Administration with a track in
Nonprofit Management (in‐residence & online)
 Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Management & Leadership
(in‐residence & online)
 Continuing Education Certificate in Nonprofit Leadership (online)
 Leadership in Public Service – 2‐day seminar
 Workshops and Seminars

Outreach and Consulting Services








Consulting Services
Strategic Partnerships
Leadership Coaching
Strategic Planning
Board Governance Training and Workshops
Research and Evaluation
Data and performance management

Contact Information
Center for Nonprofits & Philanthropy
Bush School of Government and Public
Service
Texas A&M University
4220 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843‐4220

Denise Parker, Program Administration
Phone: (979) 862‐3195
Fax: (979) 845‐4155
bushschool.nonprofitmanagement@tamu.edu

http://bush.tamu.edu/nonprofit/
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